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Abstract-By proving that the image of the EMS (Estimate, Maximize and Smooth) map lies in a 
certain hyperplane, the existence of EMS solutions is established. Classical Perron-Frobenius theory 
is then used to define a new class of smoothing matrices which identify implicit conditions where the 
convergence can be tuned to the underlying maximum likelihood solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Maximum likelihood and the related EM algorithm have emerged as popular methods for the 
solution of certain inverse problems involving the reconstruction of internal structure from bound- 
ary measurements. Typical among these inverse problems is positron emission tomography [l]. 
In [2] the introduction of a smoothing step into the standard EM algorithm was proposed in 
order to circumvent the noisy and slow nature of its convergence. The resulting EMS algorithm, 
experimentally at least, performs better. However, very little is known mathematically about the 
numerical performance of this new algorithm. In this paper, existence is established for solutions 
of the equations underlying a form of the EMS algorithm which can be applied to the solution 
of certain types of emission tomography problems. In addition, Perron-Frobenius theory is used 
to identify a new class of smoothing matrices. 
The 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITION OF THE EMS MAP 
matrix A E Wx” is said to be 
nonnegative (resp. posiiive) if A 2 0 (resp. A > 0); i.e., if aij 2 0 (resp. aii > 0) for all 
4j; 
TOW quasi-stochastic (resp. row stochastic) if Cj aij = 1 for all i (resp. A 2 0, cj aij = 1 
for all Q; 
column quasi-stochastic (resp. column stochastic) if At is row quasi-stochastic (resp. row 
stochastic). 
The matrix P E WBxD is a probability matrix if it is row stochastic and its elements satisfy 
0 5 pt,d < I. A matrix A E WBxB is called reducible if there is a permutation matrix II such that 
> , with AlI and A22 square. 
A is called irreducible if it is not reducible. Let p(A) denote the spectral radius of A. 
Consider the nonlinear map Fs: WB + WB the components of which are defined by 
b= l,...,B, (1) 
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where pd(e) = (P*@)d = c,“=, BbZ’bd with P nonnegative and having no column of zeroes, ns, 
d= l,... , D, are nonnegative “detector counts,” and S(6) E WExB is a smoothing matrix. 
NOTE. If S is independent of 8, the map 3s is homogeneous of degree zero; viz. 3s(c@ = 3s(e) 
for c#O. 
The operator 3s defines the EMS map, and the equations B = 3~(8) the EMS equations. When 
S = I, the identity matrix, the operator 31 defines the EM map, and the equations 0 = 31(B) the 
EM equations. Here, we examine the existence and numerical performance of the nonnegative 
solutions 0 > 0 for the ill-posed (underdetermined) situation when D < B. In the sequel, we 
impose the following conditions on S: 
(a) S is independent of B (constant linear smoothing), 
(b) S 2 0, and 
(c) S is invertible. 
Assumptions (b) and (c) have sound physical motivations [3]. The EMS algorithm is just the 
fixed point iterative implementation of (1) f or solving the EMS equations; namely, 
e(n+‘) = 3&I(“)), n=0,1,2 )... . (2) 
An analysis of conditions which guarantee convergence for this algorithm will be given else- 
where [3]. 
3. EXISTENCE OF EMS SOLUTIONS 
By proving that the image of 3s, on an appropriate domain, lies in a certain hyperplane 
3_ls, determined by S, the existence of EMS solutions can be established. Moreover, classical 
Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices [4] h s ows that, for irreducible smoothing, these 
solutions are positive. 
Denote by K = (0 E HE: t&, > 0, b = 1,. . . , B} the nonnegative cone in WE, and let tis be the 
hyperplane defined by 
B 
c 
sb 8b = N, (3) 
b=l 
where N = cT=i nz and sb = cF=, SF:. Clearly, 31s h as unit normal s with components sb/s, 
where s = (Cb sz)li2, and is a distance N/s from the origin. In addition, let 0.~ = K fl lis, 
Fb(e) = Cd n3Pbd/Pd(@)r b = 1, . . . > B, and Fix(3s) be the set of fixed points of 3s in K. 
REMARK 1. By summing over one index in the identity S-lS = I, one obtains the relation 
I = xb, sb’ Sb’b for b = 1,. . . , B. The nonnegativity of S implies that sb $ 0 for all b, and hence 
that Hs intersects Ii and, therefore, Rs is nonempty. 
A physically appropriate domain for 3.9 is int(K), the interior of K. For such EMS maps, we 
can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that N > 0 and P 2 0 has no column of zeros, then 
(1) 3.5 is well-defined on int(I-), 
(2) 3s:int(K) + 7fs n K = Rs. 
PROOF. (1) is immediate since using the assumed properties of P, pd(ti) > 0, d = 1,. . . , D, 
everywhere on int(K). (2) Under the assumptions, it is impossible to have, for 0 E int(K), 
pa(@) = 0 for all b. Since S 2 0 and all other quantities in 3~ are nonnegative, 3,9:int(Jc) --+ 
K\(O). Thus, it is only necessary to verify that the values of 3s lie in ‘,Vs: 
c sbhb=~s;;~ sbp 6p Fp = c ob Fb = N. 
b b,b’ P 6 
I 
REMARK 2. If P > 0 in Lemma 1, then the conclusions hold with int(K) replaced by K\(O). 
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REMARK 3. Since 3s = S o 31, the two hyperplanes ‘Hs and HI are related by 8 E ‘Hs _ 
S-l6 E XI. Thus, the EM hyperplane ‘HI is moved by S into the EMS hyperplane ‘Hs and S 
therefore maps ‘HI rl Is’ into ‘Hs fl Ii. This is another way of showing that Rs is nonempty. 
We are now in a position to establish the existence of EMS solutions. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that N > 0, P is positive and S satisfies Sb = Cb, S,l: > 0 for b = 1,. . . , B, 
then 3s has a fixed point Bs E sls. 
PROOF. By Remark 2, 3.9 is well-defined and continuous up to 80s and 3s:Rs + Rs. Since 
sb > 0 for all b, s > 0 and so tis intersects all B-axes at positive values establishing that fis is 
closed and bounded and, therefore, compact. Rs is clearly convex, so the Brouwer fixed point 
theorem [5] shows that 3s has a fixed point es E Rs. I 
REMARK 4. In emission tomography [1,2], P is a probability matrix with no column of zeros 
and the detector counts are nonnegative integers. Thus, Theorem 1 establishes the existence of 
solutions for the EMS equations when P is a positive probability matrix. 
REMARK 5. The theorem applies to the EM case where S = I and P is a positive probabil- 
ity matrix. However, it follows from (1) that any positive 8’ E Fix(31) enjoys considerable 
nonuniqueness for D < B; namely, 0’ +B* for @’ E ker Pt is an EM solution whenever this sum 
is nonnegative. By contrast, the inverse function theorem shows that a 0’ E Fix(3.s), for S # I, 
is locally isolated whenever S is chosen so that 1 is not an eigenvalue of the derivative D3s(@). 
We now establish a link between the EMS map and Perron-Frobenius theory [4]. In matrix 
form, the EMS equations for the fixed point 0’ of Theorem 1 are 
3@) = SF(e”)tJS = es, (4) 
where F(#) = diag(Fi(@), . . . , FB(#)). We can, therefore, prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If S is irreducible and the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, then 
(1) es E int(Qs), 
(2) p(SF@)) = 1. 
PROOF. If P > 0 and N > 0, we have Fb > 0, b = 1,. . . , B. Hence, S and SF(#) have the same 
zero pattern showing that SF(#) is also irreducible. From the Perron-Frobenius theory [4], it 
is known that the nonnegative irreducible matrix SF(#) h as only one eigenvector with positive 
entries and that the corresponding eigenvalue equals p(SF(#)). Theorem 1 and (4) show that 
this eigenvector is Bs and that, therefore, es E int(Q), while (4) proves that p(SF(0’)) = 1. I 
REMARK 6. This is quite a significant result. Even though the spectral radius of S is not neces- 
sarily 1, the EMS iteration finds a# such that the spectral radius of SF(#) is always 1. Among 
other things, it implies the possibility that a poor choice of S could yield a quite unfavourable 
0’ as it will have taken a value to guarantee that p(SF(#)) = 1. 
REMARK 7. Theorem 2(l) should be contrasted with the case when S = I, since, except under 
special conditions on P, fixed points e’ of the EM map lie on dRr. 
4. PERRON-FROBENIUS SMOOTHING 
Perron-Frobenius theory has interesting consequences for the likely numerical behaviour of 
the sequence of iterates (2). This has already been demonstrated in Theorem 2. In fact, the 
possibility exists that a multiple of an EM solution is an EMS solution for some S # I. Such a 
result would yield more appropriate criterion for the choice of S than those currently used [2], as 
it would guarantee convergence to a maximum likelihood solution. This is ideal from the point of 
view of applications since it is the EM solution that is required and not some corrupted version 
of@ that might otherwise be the EMS solution. This is the essence of the next result. 
THEOREM 3. If 6’ E Fix(31), then M8’ E Fix(3s) for X > 0 iff 8’ is an eigenvector of S 
corresponding to the eigenvalue X. In particular, let v 2 0 be a nonnegative eigenvector of S 
corresponding to the eigenvalue X = p(S) > 0, and suppose v E Fix(31), then 
(1) Xv E Fix(3.s), 
(2) v E flI r-l %/A r-l fhs-1, 
(3) iftl(n) = cv for some c > 0 and 12 2 0, then O(“+k) = Xv for all JC > 1. 
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PROOF. =K Xe’ = Fs(Xe’) = &-<e’> = so Fr(@) = s .J. *: ~&UV) = &(6J’) = s 0 
F@‘) = s *e’ = ti. (2) v E x 1 is clear since FI(v) = v. Because from (l), Xv = Fs(xv), 
then XV E -&, i.e., V E ~-IS/X. fi0Il-l SV = XV, We get x-l &,, .!?bF,J Vbi = CbVb = N, SO 
v E 7fxs-1. (3) B(“+l) = Fs(f%n)) = F,(cv) = Fs(cvX/c) = Xv by (1). Now by induction, 
0(“+“) = Fs”(e(“)) = Xv, again by (1). I 
REMARK 8. If0’ E dR1, then by the deliberations given in the proof of Theorem 2, any S having 
Br as an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue p(S) must be reducible. 
Independently, we arrive at the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Given A > 0 and v 2 0 satisfying v = FI(v), then there exists S # XI satisfying 
S 10, S invertible, Cb, Sit > 0 for all b and Sv = Xv with X = p(S). 
REMARK 9. The commonly used local mean smoothing [2] has a row stochastic S for which 
p(S) = 1 and the corresponding eigenvector is 1; i.e., the vector of all 1’s. So this smoothing 
certainly does not fit into the conditions of Theorem 3 for which the EMS algorithm yields an 
EM solution. 
Finally, we identify another way of allowing Bs to be as close as possible to some B’ by making 
Rs and QI coincide. 
COROLLARY 1. ~-IS = 7fHr iff S is column stochastic. 
PROOF. This follows from the fact that if S is column quasi-stochastic, then S-i is also column 
quasi-stochastic. Both directions of the result now follow from equation (3) on making all the 
sb = I. I 
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